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Mr . TERRANCE McGARRY, 3517 Cole Avenue, Dallas,
Texas, advised that he is a newsman - reporter for United
Press International Office (UPI), Dallas, with his business
address being 2523 McKinney Avenue .
McGARRY related that on Sunday, November 24, 1963,
he arrived in the area of the Police Department at approximately
10 :00 a .m . with CURTIS GANS, another newsman for UPI . McGARRY
stated that GANS entered the Police Department Building .
After parking the automobile, McGARRY related that he remained
outside the building near the car exit ramp from the basement
on the Commerce Street side of the building . After being there
five minutes, a policeman advised that he. would have to leave
the immediate': area of the basement exit and stand across the
street . Me GAxRY stated that instead of crossing the street
he entere~ the building through the Main Street pedestrian
entrance and went down to the basement using the basement
stairway .
McGARRY related that at the bottom of the steps he
was questioned by a policeman concerning his identity and
when failing to have the proper press identification, he was
told he would have to leave the building . McGARRY stated
at that instance he observed .GANS and another UPI newsman
by the name of RAYBON, who were standing in a crowd of newsmen nearby . After he had vouched for his identity, the policeman
then allowed him to enter the building .
McGARRY stated that KARL KING, another UPI newsman,
was stationed in the telephone booth of the building to
keep a telephone line open to the UPI office . He advised
after speaking to KING, he made a quick observation of the
basement area to look for a spot where he could be and observe
OSWALD's departure from'the City Jail area .
MCGARRY stated that just prior to OSWALD coming out,
the police made an announcement that he was on his way and they
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would have to clear the hallway and the pertinent area
of the car ramp . Fie_stated that he immediately moved to a
spot in the middle of the car ramp just north of the hallway
where they would behrirC"t". OSWALD from the ,jail . He advised that
he believes that he remained in this spot for at least five
minutes prior to OSWALD being shot .
McGARRY stated that he does not recall seeing
RUBY prior to the shooting nor does he recall anyone coming
down the ramp from the Main Street entrance to join the
other newsmen .
MCGARRY related that when OSVALD came into the
basement area, he was able to observe him for a few seconds and
then he heard a shot and with the activity and commotion of
the policemen, he did not observe the person who shot OSWALD
nor did he see OSWALD fall .
McGARRY stated that most of the time he was in the
basement area, he was concentrating . on OSWALD's departure and
does not recall seeing any other newsmen or persons being
admitted to the basement area without proper identification .
McGARRY stated that after the shooting of OSWALD, he
remained in the building until approximately 4 :00 p .m ., and
at no time was he questioned by a Police Department Officer
concerning his identity .
MCGARRY advised that he did not see RUBY'prior to
the shooting, nor is he personally acquainted with RUBY . He
also stated that to his knowledge, he has never talked to
RUBY, nor did helmow of RUBY's activities prior to the shooting .
McGARRY advised that he has no information concerning any newsmen or police officers being friends of RUBY . He also stated
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